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Morning Session

8:00  8:20

Arrival, coffee, free discussions

8:20  8:40

Introduction by the coordinator (20’)

8:40  9:20

See Leang Chin, Universite Laval, Canada
Filamentation science in air

9:20  10:00 Jean-Pierre Wolf, U. Geneva, Switzerland
Remote identification of pollutants and aerosols with intense femtosecond
lasers
10:00  10:30

Coffee break (Posters in foyer)

10:30  11:10 Andre Mysyrowicz, LOA, France
Recent experiments on filamentation in gases
11:10  11:50 Luc Berge, CEA, France
Ultrashort laser filamentation in the NIR domain
11:50  12:30 Robert Levis, Temple U., USA
Filament-Based, Impulsive Raman Spectroscopy for Remote Detection of Gas
Phase Molecules in Air
12:30  14:30

Lunch, Lab demo
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Afternoon Session

14:30  15:10 Eberhard Riedle, LMU, Germany
Generation of continua in bulk material over a wide range of parameters and
novel applications in spectroscopy
15:10  15:50 Arthur Dogariu, Princeton U., USA
Air lasing and Radar REMPI for standoff sensing
15:50  16:30 Peter Radi, Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland
High resolution spectroscopy of radicals in the gas phase by applying fourwave mixing techniques
16:30  17:00

Coffee break (Posters in foyer)

17:00  17:20 Daniil Kartashov, TU Vienna/CROSS TRAP
Filament-induced standoff laser generation and amplification in nitrogen
17:20  17:40 Marcus Motzkus, U. Heidelberg/CROSS TRAP
Filamentation and CARS with shaped pulses
17:40  18:00 Audrius Pugzlys, TU Vienna/CROSS TRAP
Backward stimulated Raman scattering in gases using
picosecond/nanosecond UV pulses
18:00  19:00 GENERAL DISCUSSION
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Filamentation science in air
See Leang Chin
Center for Optics, Photonics and Laser (COPL) & Department of Physics,
Engineering Physics and Optics Laval University, Quebec, QC, Canada
slchin@phy.ulaval.ca;

The high laser intensity (~5x1013 W/cm2) and the very low plasma density (~ 1015-16 cm-3)
inside a femtosecond filament core at one atmospheric pressure allow the majority of the
neutral (air) molecules (~ 1019 cm-3) to undergo nonlinear interaction with ‘ease’. That is to
say, many collisionless nonlinear atomic and molecular phenomena could be easily observed
at one atmospheric pressure without using high vacuum systems. Thus, a few phenomena
will be discussed. These include population trapping (or interference stabilization),
molecular alignment and revival probed by THz pulses, lasing in air and the measurement of
absolute humidity in air. The talk will terminate with the demonstration of filament induced
snow fall. This latter work on snow fall was discovered in the Shanghai Institute of Optics
and Fine Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The leaders of the project are
Zhizhan Xu, Ruxin Li and Jiansheng Liu. Other collaborators include Jingjing Ju, Cheng Wang,
Haiyi Sun, Wentao Wang, Xiaochun Ge, Chuang Li and the speaker.
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Remote identification of pollutants and aerosols
with intense femtosecond lasers

Jean-Pierre Wolf
GAP-Biophotonics, University of Geneva
22, chemin de Pinchat, CH-1211 Genève 4, Switzerland
Jean-Pierre.Wolf@unige.ch

The advent of ultrashort and ultra-intense lasers in the 90’s opened new perspectives for
the remote sensing of atmospheric pollutants and aerosols. While propagating in air, ultraintense laser pulses undergo filamentation up to kilometric distances and generate a
coherent supercontinuum (from 230 nm to 4 um) by self-phase modulation (SPM). This
"white light laser" is an ideal source for Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) measurements,
as it covers the absorption bands of most atmospheric pollutants. Field applications, such as
multi-pollutant analysis, remote detection and identification of bioaerosols (bacteria), and
remote filament induced breakdown spectroscopy (FIBS) will be presented. Finally, the
potential of additional coherent control approaches will be shown, especially for
manipulating filamentation and for discriminating molecules that exhibit almost identical
linear spectra (e.g. proteins in bioaerosols).
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Recent experiments on filamentation in gases

André Mysyrowicz
LOA-ENSTA-Ecole Polytechnique,
Palaiseau, France
andre.mysyrowicz@ensta-paristech.fr

I will discuss two topics. The first concerns the initial phase of the longitudinal oscillation
inside the plasma columns created during filamentation in air and other gases. The initial
direction of current results from the delicate competition between two forces acting on free
born electrons. A pure Lorentz force on one hand which is forward oriented and a
backwards oriented Coulomb wake force on the other hand. Either force can dominate,
depending on the nature of the gas, the laser polarization and the gas pressure. The second
topic concerns the dynamics of the plasma grating formed in gases when two filaments
cross their paths. In atomic gases the plasma grating decay is predominantly due to free
carrier diffusion whereas in molecular gases, plasma recombination and diffusion both
contribute to the grating decay.
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Ultrashort laser filamentation in the NIR domain

Luc Bergé
CEA/DAM Ile-de-France,
91128 Bruyères-Le-Châtel, France
luc.berge@cea.fr

We review current models describing the filamentation of ultrashort laser pulses in air and
noble gases. The unidirectional pulse propagation equation (UPPE) is briefly re-derived and
shown to restore the standard nonlinear envelope equation (NEE), when a Taylor expansion
of the frequency-dependent pulse wavenumber is performed around a central frequency.
The fundamental properties of pulse self-focusing and plasma generation by
photoionization of gas atoms, both responsible for the filamentation process, are recalled.
Emphasis is then given to the characteristic differences between infrared and near infrared
(NIR) filaments, from the viewpoint of their supercontinuum and their self-compression
properties. In view of potential applications to extreme nonlinear optics, we finally discuss
the influence of the carrier-envelope phase and related stability criteria of NIR pulses
propagating over long distances in filamentation regime.
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Filament-Based, Impulsive Raman Spectroscopy
for Remote Detection of Gas Phase Molecules in Air

Robert Levis
Center for Advanced Photonics Research, Department of Chemistry, Temple University,
Philadelphia, PA 19122, USA
rjlevis@temple.edu

Laser filamentation provides a simple route to the production of few cycle optical pulses in
air that can be used as a means to detect vibrational signatures for molecules at standoff
distances. The filaments are generated using in our laboratory using a commercially
available laser having 2.5 mJ/pulse with a duration of 45 fs. After focusing with a two meter
lens, two cycles of filamentation are observed from plasma generation. We have
characterized the self-shortening dynamics as a function of propagation distance using
transient grating frequency resolved optical gating (TG XFROG) in combination with
impulsive Raman spectroscopy to demonstrate pulses as short at 4 fs detected
approximately 2.6 m from the lens. Such coherent bandwidth, generated in situ at a desired
distance from the laser system, can be used to impulsively excite all Raman active molecules
to generate a macroscopic, time dependent polarization in a gas phase medium. This
coherent motion will impart Raman sidebands on a weak probe laser (duration of one
picosecond). The impulsive Raman scattering process can be up to six orders of magnitude
higher cross section in comparison with spontaneous Raman scattering, thus enabling gas
phase detection.
The entire impulsive Raman measurement can be acquired in a single laser shot, spanning
frequencies between a few hundred wave numbers and the fastest vibrational mode, H2 at
4155 cm-1. The system has been used to measure vibrational signatures for numerous gas
phase molecules including nitromethane, ammonia, acetone, toluene, carbondioxide and
hexanes. The method has a sensitivity of several hundred picomol and can be used to detect
CO2 in ambient air. Stand off detection of gasoline and diesel has been performed at
distances up to 13 meters by characterization of the C-H stretch at 3,000 cm-1.
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Generation of continua in bulk material over a wide range of
parameters and novel applications in spectroscopy
Eberhard Riedle
Lehrstuhl für BioMolekulare Optik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München,
Oettingenstrasse 67, 80538 München, Germany
riedle@physik.uni-muenchen.de

Continuum generation in bulk materials with femtosecond pump pulses is one of the most
reliable and universal methods to generate light pulses at new wavelengths. We were
recently able to show that this is possible in a wide variety of materials and with many
different pump systems [1]. We have now extended the range both with respect to the
pulse length as well as to the covered wavelength ranges:
- with 150 fs pump pulses we can generate useful output in a fundamental Gaussian mode
from as low as 245 nm out to 1700 nm
- smooth continua can now be generated even with pulses in the low picosecond regime.
This should allow the simplification of OPCPA systems employing picosecond pump pulses.
- we study the influence of important pump pulse parameter for continuum generation,
especially the relation between spectral width and chirp, and the beam profile and
focusing.
- the models of single and multiple filamentation are visualized in real time and the spatial,
spectral and far field evolution can be directly correlated.
- the various continua serve as highly stable probe light sources for sub-50 fs transient
absorption measurements covering the range from 245 to 1700 nm and the temporal
regime from low femtoseconds to milliseconds.

[1]
M. Bradler, P. Baum, and E. Riedle, "Femtosecond continuum generation in bulk laser host materials
with sub-µJ pump pulses", Appl. Phys. B 97, 561 (2009).
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Air lasing and Radar REMPI for standoff sensing
Arthur Dogariu
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department, Princeton University,
Princeton, NJ 08544, USA
adogariu@princeton.edu

Standoff molecular detection is a very challenging task requiring both high sensitivity and
high selectivity in identifying trace species. The optical detection methods rely on acquiring
photons emitted or scattered by the target, which makes incoherent, non-directional
processes highly inefficient at range. Nonlinear coherent methods can provide
directionality, but phase-matching conditions require the forward emission of photons. We
demonstrate and investigate coherent stimulated emission in the forward and backward
direction from a remotely induced gain region created by an ultraviolet laser which
dissociates molecular oxygen and excites atomic oxygen. Due to the long focal region of the
pumping laser, an elongated region of high gain is created in air for the atomic oxygen
emission at 845nm. We demonstrate that the gain in excess of 60 cm-1 is responsible for
both forward and backwards emission of a strong, collimated, coherent laser beam. We
present evidence for coherent emission and characterize the backwards propagating laser
beam. We explore options how the air laser can be used for remote detection.
We also demonstrate the feasibility of using microwave scattering from free electrons
generated by selective laser ionization (REMPI) for remote trace species detection. The laser
is tuned to ionize only the selected molecular trace species in ambient air, and the
microwave is scattered by the weak plasma. We achieve detection of NO and other species
down to parts-per-billion. By monitoring the plasma dynamics with sub-nanosecond
resolution, we demonstrate direct local measurements of electron attachment and
recombination rates in atmospheric air.
These techniques provide new opportunities for the remote detection capabilities of trace
species, and provide much greater range for the detection of optical molecular and atomic
features from a distant target.
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High resolution spectroscopy of radicals in the gas phase
by applying four-wave mixing techniques

Peter Radi
Paul Scherrer Institute,
CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
peter.radi@psi.ch

In this work, we demonstrate the potential of two-color resonant four-wave mixing (TCRFWM) techniques for the detailed structure and dynamic characterization of small
molecules and radicals in the gas phase. The double-resonant character of the method
offers an excellent selectivity and sensitivity in both, the time and frequency domain. The
experimental configuration is outlined and the complementary properties are emphasized
by demonstrating fs and ns four-wave mixing experiments of formaldehyde.
In addition, we show that TC-RFWM spectroscopy is applicable to small radicals from a
discharge source in a molecular beam environment. The technique opens new ways for an
advanced treatment of perturbation problems that are present in many molecular systems.
In frequency resolved four-wave mixing spectroscopy, the unambiguous assignments of
perturbed levels by intermediate level labeling is achieved in a straightforward manner.
Additionally, by taking advantage of the high dynamic range, ’extra’ transitions are
observed. These weak spectral features originate from nearby-lying dark states that gain
transition strength through the perturbation process. Initial work has been performed by
analyzing the perturbation occurring between vibronic levels of the d3Πg; ν = 4 and
b3SΣg—; ν = 16 states of the carbon dimer. More recently, the deperturbation study of the
d3Πg; ν = 6 state of C2 in the (6,5) and (6,4) Swan bands unveiled the presence of the
energetically lowest high-spin state and manages to explain a long standing mystery in the
spectroscopy of the dicarbon molecule.
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Filament-induced standoff laser generation
and amplification in nitrogen

Daniil Kartashov
Photonics Institute Vienna University of Technology,
Gusshausstraße 27-387, A-1040 Vienna, Austria
daniil.kartashov@tuwien.ac.at

Formation of plasma in the filament, similar to a gas discharge, initiates a chain of plasmachemical reactions in the atmosphere which lead to the appearance of a large variety of
neutral and ionic species in rotationally, vibrationally and electronically excited states. As
one of the consequences, favorable conditions for population inversion and lasing between
different electronic levels in nitrogen might be created. In this contribution, we
experimentally demonstrate lasing in molecular nitrogen stimulated by a near-infrared or a
mid-infrared laser filament. Two mechanisms of excitation and population inversion are
realized. The first mechanism is based on the well-known Bennett process of resonant
excitation transfer from excited noble gas atoms to molecules in a nitrogenargon mixture.
This mechanism is shown to be very efficient for both near-infrared and mid-infrared
filaments, where lasing at 337 nm wavelength and at two 337 nm and 357 nm lines
correspondingly was achieved and fully characterized. The second pumping mechanism, the
same as in a conventional discharge-pumped nitrogen laser and based on the electron
impact excitation, was realized in a mid-infrared filament in pure nitrogen and allowed
lasing at 337 nm wavelength. We demonstrate also that population inversion between
electronic transitions and their vibrational manifolds in nitrogen molecular ion can be
achieved under filament conditions. As a result, forward-directed, narrow-band, multiwavelength stimulated emission, seeded by white light or laser harmonics generated in the
filament is observed. We believe that our results are a very important step on the route
toward a remotely pumped N2 laser in the atmosphere.
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Filamentation and CARS with shaped pulses
Marcus Motzkus
Physikalisch-Chemisches Institut University Heidelberg,
Neuenheimer Feld 229, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany
marcus.motzkus@pci.uni-heidelberg.de

We demonstrate adaptive control over the efficiency of UV fluorescence from nitrogen in a
near-IR femtosecond filament using a spatial light-modulator (SLM). Applying an
evolutionary algorithm, we determined an optimal pulse sequence which enhances the
fluorescence yield and enables stimulated amplification of emission in the forward
direction. This laser-type amplification is seeded by components of the white-light
continuum, generated as a byproduct of filamentation, at the wavelengths of prominent
transitions of the molecular nitrogen ion.
As a result of a two-parameter (amplitude and periodicity) optimization of the spectral pulse
phase, we achieve strong forward emission in narrow spectral lines at 358 nm, 391 nm and
428 nm corresponding to well-known transitions in the nitrogen molecular ion. The emission
is strongly polarized parallel to the laser polarization with a polarization contrast higher than
103, suggesting an unexpected coherent amplification mechanism. Also, we observed full
correlation between the appearance of this emission and the generation of white light in
the filament, suggesting that the white light formation is required for the appearance of the
stimulated nitrogen emission lines and probably acts as a seed in the observed filamentdriven amplification mechanism.
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Backward stimulated Raman scattering in gases using
picosecond/nanosecond UV pulses
A. Pugžlys
Photonics Institute Vienna University of Technology,
Gusshausstraße 27-387, A-1040 Vienna, Austria
pugzlys@tuwien.ac.at

Many applications in environmental science and security call for standoff chemical
identification of airborne pollutants by their signature molecular vibrations. Raman LIDARs,
relying on the observation of incoherent wide-angle scattering, are severely limited in their
practicability. Coherently-enhanced Raman scattering, such as Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman
Scattering (CARS) and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), open the possibility of recording
signals carried in a laser-like beam. The recent experimental demonstration of a remotely
pumped atmospheric backward laser using O2 (=845 nm) or N2 (=337 and 357 nm) has
sparked proposals for coherent standoff Raman spectroscopies.
In this work we experimentally and theoretically investigate a prototype for SRS in
counter-propagating geometry which will be ultimately based on the 337-nm atmospheric
N2 laser. The interim prototypes are based: 1)on a solid-state ultrafast laser system from
which we derive a narrowband third harmonic Stokes pulse at ~340 nm, imitating the N2
laser emission, and a synchronized tunable narrowband UV pump pulse, and 2) on
electronically synchronized nanosecond Nd:YAG and femtosecond Yb:KGW lasers; Nd:YAG
laser provides nanosecond UV Stokes pulses via third harmonic generation while Yb:KGW
laser system pumps OPA, which after frequency doubling and spectral compression serves
as a source of tunable in UV pump pulses. As model systems we study responses from
atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen as well as methane in a variable pressure cell. Performed
experiments give us an opportunity to evaluate energy-, pulse duration- and spectral widthrequirements for the pump pulses in the case of real-world stand-off sensing based on
backward SRS from an atmospheric laser.
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